PANDEMIC-RELATED RESOURCES


Pandemic-Related Posts from Psychology Today - When Disaster Strikes...

• Disasters of Uncertainty | Psychology Today
  https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/when-disaster-strikes-inside-disaster-psychology/202004/disasters-uncertainty
• The Pandemic Will Change Everything | Psychology Today
• Social Stigma, Bullying, and the Pandemic | Psychology Today
• Psychology of Viral Pandemic: What We Need to Know and Do | Psychology Today
  https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/when-disaster-strikes-inside-disaster-psychology/202003/psychology-viral-pandemic-what-we-need

Online Training in Psychological First Aid (PFA) - Coursera

This is a practical introduction to implementing PFA in disaster settings:

https://www.coursera.org/learn/psychological-first-aid?ranMID=40328&ranEAID=je6NUbPObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbPObpQ-dWyXbS8QD.kO7L5pw6jqgA&siteID=je6NUbPObpQ-dWyXbS8QD.kO7L5pw6jqgA&utm_content=10&utm_medium=partners&utm_source=linkshare&utm_campaign=je6NUbPObpQ

Online Training in Strategic Psychological Intervention Planning for Disasters - International Critical Incident Stress Foundation

This course assumes familiarity with the Critical Incident Stress Management continuum of care: